
T21 (Communion) Sample Prayer 

FAITHFUL AND TRUE 
“Pappa, we now know that Jesus taught us how selfishness produces the fruit of decay and 
death.  He revealed our inability to be eternal, and that quite frankly, decay does not smell very 
nice.  But we also now know that His story was meant to lead us back to the top of the mountain.  
He wants us to be intimate with the Father as He is.  We have the privilege of choosing which 
covenants we enter into, and are responsible for the fruit that comes from those choices.  Good 
fruit is not possible unless we are faithful and true to the covenants we chose.  And so we receive 
You, God, to be our faithfulness and our true because You are the Faithful and True.  Come and 
be the fulfillment of the covenants we chose, and thereby the source of the good fruit that we 
yield, and so change the world forever!!” 

INHALE 
“Pappa, the moments when You are silent can be very disconcerting for Your people on earth.  
We believe in the invisible realm, but confess that we do still need to learn how to live in it, 
especially in the small places that are easy to miss.  When You exhale, Your breath covers us, fills 
us, and causes great blessing and fruit.  It is hard not to want You to exhale only for the rest of 
our lives!  But as we mature, we realize that like us, You want and need to inhale.  We will not 
react out of fear, or worse accusation, crying at You.  We grow up and choose to respond and 
participate.  We inhale Your exhale.  You inhale our exhale.  So we choose to give You something 
to inhale!  When You are silent, we choose to worship You.  We choose to pour out from our 
hearts what is deep inside our sacred place.  We give to You the seed of our love, just as You have 
given us Your seed.  We declare the testimonies of what You have done through us!  That new 
thing that did not exist before, but does now!  Your power alone is great, but your power through 
us makes the ‘acharown latter greater than the rishon former!  You become greater after us than 
before!  And so we participate in that now, before the wedding, by being Your inhale.  Amen.” 

TABLES 
“Pappa, we receive from Jesus the picture of intimacy.  We choose to sit at His table and receive 
our return to You.  We remember who You are, and through You, remember who we are.  Our 
communion allows us to also reconcile to the story that You have written on our hearts.  Thank 
You, Pappa.  We are so overwhelmed with joy at each portion of discovery that reveals how 
glorious You are.  Thank You for having a table so wonderful.  Thank You for inviting to dine 
with You.  The fabric of Your tables was created to multiply, and so we break the bread, give 
thanks and watch as You honor covenant by bringing growth.  We know that our inheritance is 
exponentially greater that what You originally gave us because of this.  Now we have much to 
give away.  Our tables are laden with a glorious feast so many will see how good You are.  Love 
is made visible when it exudes from the hearts of Your maturing sons and daughters.  You have 
our choice.  We open our tables to all persons: the rich and the undesirable.  Every person is 
welcome at the table because it is a reflection of who You are.  You welcome all.  And so we do 
too.  Amen.” 
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